Boost Controller: Hallman in-cabin Manual

Spark Plugs: NGK

Transmission Gearing: EVO IX 1st and 2nd, Dual Synchros. Clutch / Flywheel.


Dr. Boost Stolen Tunes - posted in RALLInspired:

First off let me start this by Dr. Boost had installed injectors, a fuel pump, and manual boost controller. We finally broke it lose we discovered a STOCK evo 9 fuel pump had been installed. NXS Manual Boost Controller. Go for a lap with John on the low boost setting. of his new personalized license plate on his super clean Electric Blue EVO IX.


The GrimmSpeed Hyundai Genesis Boost Control Solenoid is designed to work alongside Hyundai Boost Controller Install Instructions PDF Document Icon.

I would like to know how much psi can a stock Evo ix turbo hold. to say was he should get a manual boost controller and just raise it too 30psi on a stock evo.

While Apexi's original marketing surrounding this boost controller promised the ease of adjustment similar to a manual boost controller, this proved to be far from the case. Choose 1 for the slowest response, and 9
GrimmSpeed Boost Control Solenoid Install - 2015+ WRX. Add to EJ Playlist Evo IX MBC (Manual Boost Controller) vs GM 3 Port Boost Solenoid Comparison. Mishimoto EVO 4-6 and 7-9 radiators Manual boost controller turbo smart GrimmSpeed Mitsubishi EVO 8,9,10 3-Port Electronic Boost. In order to feel safe, Matt has installed EVO VIII Recaro seats, five point Takata harnesses. Her turbo is actually off of an Evo 9, but has a 10.5 hot side and she is utilizing a Halman manual boost controller allowing her to push up to 27 PSI. So I don't have an Evo, but I do have a boosted Lancer 2012 Lancer ES/CVT transmission, turbocharged 4b11 Mods:

(x) Hallman Pro manual boost controller